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The rise of web3 has disrupted the creator economy and empowered creators to 

increase their earnings by eliminating centralized third parties that control how they earn 

and what they earn. However, because of the rate of scam activities in the ecosystem, 

there is an enormous earning gap between established organizations/creators and 

emerging creators in web3. Only a handful of established organizations and creators 

enjoy the revenue in web3.



VerifiedCreators proposes a new paradigm that tackles the issue from the foundation 

and provides a solution to help emerging creators increase their earnings and level the 

playing field.
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Introduction
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Satoshi Nakamoto and the adoption of Bitcoin created a culture of anonymity in what will 

now become the new internet. With the magnitude of the industry Satoshi intends to 

disrupt and the status of people that stand to be affected, anonymity was likely Satoshi's 

only choice to stay alive and achieve the vision of Bitcoin. 



The antecedents led to tons of crypto projects launching with anonymous founders and 

following Bitcoin design principles. Such as security, privacy, and trustlessness. The 

result birthed an ecosystem where reputation and user identity don't matter as long as 

you can put up a project on the web that uses the blockchain, has a coin, and a 

whitepaper.



The success of Satoshi and Bitcoin made every crypto project look like the next best 

opportunity to become rich, and people (because of FOMO) were investing their life 

savings without asking the right questions or doing their due diligence. As a result, the 

ecosystem became an easy target for scammers.



"Scam" is a notorious issue in the crypto ecosystem. In the past, scammers had to know 

how to code or spend significant money hiring someone to build their projects. Today 

with web3, their job is as easy as creating a fake NFT collection on OpenSea, creating a 

fake identity on Twitter or DiamondApp, joining communities on Discord, and phishing 

their members.
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/satoshi-
nakamoto.asp#:~:text=Anonymity%20was%20likely%20the%20only,best%20if%20they%20remained%20anonymous
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In 2021, the web3 ecosystem lost over a hundred million dollars to scammers via NFT 

theft alone, orchestrated mainly through phishing. In 2021, a new web3 social media 

platform called Bitclout went viral and had more than 50000 daily active users, only to 

lose more than 95% of the DAU six months later to scam issues on the platform. On 

January 2022, Opensea openly admitted that over 80% of NFTs minted on its platform 

using its free tool are fake, plagiarized, or spam.



Despite the groundbreaking technology and opportunities, the enormous scam activities 

in web3 have made the ecosystem unsafe for its users. It made Investors and collectors 

more sensitive and careful with how they spent their money. Because there was no 

working tool to help collectors and investors differentiate legit creators from scammers, 

they naturally started leaning towards collecting and investing in projects from 

established organizations and creators because it was safer. 



The rate of scam activities planted a fundamental distrust within the ecosystem, which 

created a negative flywheel. Every new web3 project has to come from an established 

organization (with a stellar team that includes influencers) or creator to have a chance. 

An ecosystem like this means creators who can't afford to build a solid organization or 

partner with renowned influencers will struggle to earn by default. 



For context, the top 20 NFT projects have generated over 4.3 million Ethereum in trading 

volume (over 5 billion dollars at the time of this paragraph), and only one was created by 

an emerging creator. Pudgy Penguins by Cole Villemain. The other nineteen NFT projects 

came from established organizations/creators or creators with top influencer affiliations. 

It's the same story as every other successful web3 project. 
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https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2022/aug/24/nfts-stolen-non-fungible-tokens-
criminals-scam-cryptocurrency

https://www.engadget.com/opensea-free-minting-tool-220008042.html
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Project Trading volume Creator typeCreator

 CryptoPunks

2. Bored Ape Yacht Club

3. Mutant Ape Yacht Club

4. Otherdeed for Otherside

5. Azuki

6. CLONE X

7. Moonbird

8. Doodles

9. Meebits

10. Cool Cats

11. Bored Ape Kennel Club

12. Loot (for Adventurers)

13. World of Women

14. Cryptoadz

15. BEANZ

16. Pudgy Penguins

17. Veefriends

18. HAPE Prime

19. NFT Worlds

20. Goblintown.wtf

Larva Labs

Yuga Labs

Yuga Labs

Yuga Labs

Chiru Labs

RTFKT Inc

PROOF Holdings

Scott Martin

Larva Labs

Colin Egan & Team

Yuga Labs

Dom Hofmann

Yam Karkai

Gremplin

Chiru Labs

Cole Villemain

Gary Vaynerchuk

Matt Sypien

Ark Dev

Truth Labs

1,064,690.48 ETH

688,653.86 ETH

465,491.23 ETH

357,720.05 ETH

268,587.41 ETH

239,703.09 ETH

174,742.91 ETH

151,871.63 ETH

130,187.65 ETH

114,836.79 ETH

112,066.71 ETH

75,017.78 ETH

73,437.31 ETH

71,874.41 ETH

69,620.7 ETH

64,348.96 ETH

58,634.84 ETH

56,120.64 ETH

52,509.68 ETH

50,175.56 ETH

Extblished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Emerging

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished

Extablished
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21-11-2022 05:14 CST: https://coinmarketcap.com/nft/collections/

https://explodingtopics.com/blog/nft-statistics
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https://www.formica.ai/blog/nft-frauds-how-to-avoid-them

https://cryptonews.com/exclusives/top-7-nft-scams-to-look-out-for.html
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Today in web3, in order not to get scammed, investors and collectors only invest in 

projects from established organizations/creators. Even incoming investors are advised 

by every blog and media channel not to touch any project not created by a well-known 

figure or organization. While the few established creators/organizations get all the 

exposure and revenue, emerging creators are left to fight against the trust friction 

(created by scammers) any time a potential investor comes across their project.



VerifiedCreators' vision


3

A new internet that is not dominated and controlled by huge players was Gavin Wood's 

(founder of web3) vision for web3. The current web3 is dominated by a few established 

individuals and organizations. They take all the revenue and dictate the rules in the 

ecosystem while everyone else is at their mercy. 



Web3 was born out of crypto and dependent on its underlying technology: Blockchain. 

So by default, most web3 founders build their platforms upholding the core design 

principles of crypto. While these design principles are great, it has one big flaw that 

everyone avoided. There was no way to enable trust and relationships between web3 

users that adhere to the core principles of crypto. The absence of a native mechanism to 

allow trust and relationships in web3 is the bane of distrust within the community.



Until now, all efforts to address the flaw and advert the issues that come with it have 

proven futile. They are either easily gamed by scammers, not scalable, or don't adhere to 

the core principles of web3. Most web3 platforms still rely on web2 social media 

platforms (like Twitter) to verify users identity, and it's merely a checkmark that doesn't 

do much for the user. OpenSea, arguably the biggest web3 and NFT platform, thinks user 

verification brings trust to the entire NFT ecosystem but will only verify a user if they own 

collections with at least 75 ETH of volume sold or equivalent.
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https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-us/articles/360063519133-What-is-a-verified-account-or-badged-collection-

https://bitcoin.design/guide/getting-started/principles/
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Twitter verification is notorious for being gamed by scammers, and nobody has access to 

the verification data apart from Twitter. OpenSea's approach is selfish and doesn't benefit 

the creators or make the ecosystem safe. Form and manual verification used by the likes 

of Rarible are not scalable. KYC verification is abhorred by the web3/crypto community, 

and user verification based on an algorithm on an open protocol will be easily 

manipulated by scammers. That leaves us with no option but to build a native user 

identity verification platform designed for web3.



VerifiedCreators is the first native, trustless, and non-KYC identity verification platform 

designed for web3. Adopting the web2 design for user verification is causing more harm 

than good for the web3 ecosystem. User identity verification in web3 should be more 

than a checkmark. With VerifiedCreators, we can eradicate the fundamental distrust 

within the web3 community, foster a safe ecosystem, and level the playing field between 

emerging creators and established creators/organizations.

VerifiedCreators provides three approaches to solving the issue that works in tandem

 Creator

 Communit

 Ecosystem


Creator: as established in this paper, the biggest problem for emerging creators is the 

distrust in the ecosystem plated by scammers. There is no way for investors and 

collectors to verify the originality and ownership of their work without trusting a third 

party. VerifiedCreators' "verified profile" solve this problem by providing a verified profile/

identity to every web3 creator. This verified profile is trustless and tied to their on-chain 

and social identity. In other words, every NFT, DAO, creator coin, and social profile owned 

or created by a creator can be found on their verified profile.
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Community is an indispensable part of web3, and being in the right community is integral 

to the success of creators. Most web3 communities are dominated and focused on 

established organizations and influencers with little support for emerging creators. 

VerifiedCreators is focused on the success of emerging creators and leveling the playing 

field. VerifiedCreators grants free project exposure to creators from VerifiedCreators 

programs and can provide financial support to emerging creators with the aid of the DAO.



Ecosystem: the main reason scam issues have persisted in the web3 ecosystem is that 

there was no efficient identity verification platform designed for web3. Scammers can be 

eradicated from web3 through a collective effort. VerifiedCreators' trustless and 

frictionless identity verification tool is available and can be easily integrated into every 

web3 platform. 
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Technology


4.1  Verification

4

VerifiedCreators is a multi-chain identity verification platform leveraging the technology 

of decentralized blockchain and social media. Mixing on-chain identity and social identity 

in user identity verification means, for the first time, we can have an identity verification 

platform that can capitalize on the transparency, design, and primitives of web3 without 

the friction of KYC. Currently, VerifiedCreators is built on the DeSo and Ethereum 

blockchains but with a foundation to allow integration with even more blue-chip and 

creator-oriented blockchains. The DeSo blockchain is custom-built to scale 

decentralized social media to one billion users. Ethereum is the breakthrough blockchain 

for user adoption and the current home for creators. These two blockchains align with 

the vision of VerifiedCreators and will lead the future of web3. 

Anyone can apply for verification on VerifiedCreators regardless of their social class. 

There are two types of "verifications" on VerifiedCreators: Personal verification and 

project/business verification. Personal "verifications" are for individual creators, and the 

latter is for projects/businesses. VerifiedCreators is designed with zero tolerance for 

scammers, bots, or duplicate accounts. No creator can have more than one personal 

verified profile but can instead apply for multiple verifications as a project and have all 

the project accounts linked back to their personal verified profile. In other to apply for 

project verification, a creator will need to have a verified profile.
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VerifiedCreators user identity verification is public and trustless, meaning every data 

used during user verification is 100% available to the general public via an open interface 

on the creator's/project's unique profile. The community would no longer need to rely on 

the accuracy and credibility of a centralized verification platform about any user or 

project. Trustlessness is an integral component of web3. With open data, anyone can do 

their due diligence about the creator or project and make informed decisions. 

Personal 
verification

on-chain 
identity

Social 
identity

Image 
matching

Verification 
validator

Verified 
profile/identity

Personal 
verified Profile

Social 
identity

Project 
verification

4.2  Verification validators

4.3  Verified Profile & Identity

Every verification must go through a validator to maintain a 100% accuracy rate. 

Verification validators are people trained and hired by the foundation to ensure there's no 

chance of a scammer or bot gaming the system to become verified

Before now, the only value creators get from verifying their identity is a checkmark on 

their respective accounts. Checkmark doesn't offer significant value to emerging 

creators apart from pseudo-social status. 
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Every creator on VerifiedCreators gets a unique profile tied to their on-chain and social 

identity when verified. A verified profile contains the NFTs (owned and created), creator 

coin, DAO project of the creator, and facilitate transactions. With a single verified profile, 

creators wouldn't need to apply for verification on every web3 platform to convince 

potential investors and collectors that their work or project is legit. This is possible 

because verified profiles are tied to creators' on-chain identities, AKA public key/wallet 

address. 



The verified profile is designed to become the de-facto identity card for web3 creators. It 

is trustless, verifiable, interpolates with their on-chain/social identity, and anyone can 

access it. 
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4.4  Verified NFT marketplace

The verified NFT marketplace is an exclusively multi-chain NFT marketplace that features 

NFTs from verified creators. Collectors and investors can purchase NFTs on the NFT 

marketplace without the fear of getting scammed or rugged pulled.
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4.6  Verification widget

The verification widget was built to eradicate scams and foster a safe web3 ecosystem 

by extending the verification tool and solution to other web3 platforms. Web3 platforms 

can connect VerifiedCreators' user identity verification solution to their platform with just 

a simple line of code via a window API. 

4.5 Revoked verification

To keep creators accountable and the platform safe, verification can be revoked by a 

verification validator or automatically by the community if it receives more than 20 

reports from verified creators. 
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DAO


5.1  Governance

5

VerifiedCreators is built for the people, and being a DAO is the best way for the platform 

to achieve its mission without centralized power or third-party influence. The DAO will 

focus on two things

 Help emerging creators flourish in web3 by eradicating their trust friction, providing a 

supportive community, and leveling the playing field

 Help eradicate scams in the web3 ecosystem by providing a frictionless identity 

verification tool for web3 platforms and communities.

In the initial stage, lasting from phase one to phase two in the roadmap, the core team 

will be in charge of governance while collaborating with the community for suggestions 

and proposals. The core team will access and consider the feasibility of every proposal 

voted for by 10% or more of token holders. There will be 100% transparency regarding the 

core team's final decision on the proposal. Once the platform has been established, then 

proposals can be created by all members of the DAO. This will be at the end of phase 

three in the roadmap, and the proposal adoption decision will be subjected to not less 

than 20% votes of token holders.
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VerifiedCreators 
foundation


6.1  Foundation commitments

6

At the end of a successful early bird token sale, the VerifiedCreators foundation will be 

established in a favorable country that allows a smooth running of the foundation. The 

foundation will be the employer of the core team, control the VerifiedCreators fund, and 

provide the structure for the platform's operations. There will be further information on 

the foundation before the conclusion of the general token sale.

 Help eradicate scams in the web3 ecosystem

 Build VerifiedCreators to become the flagship identity verification platform for web3

 Level the playing between established creators/organizations and emerging creators

 Support emerging creators to become successful in web3.
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Tokenomics
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The VerifiedCreators token ($VC) is a deflationary ERC-20 token (with an initial 

40,520,000 fixed supply) created on the DeSo blockchain. The VerifiedCreators token 

($VC) will be the primary token for verification fee payment/subscription and API widget 

subscription on the platform. The token will power the DAO functions and automatically 

grant holders access to the VerifiedCreators' exclusive community. 20% of the total 

revenue generated from verification fee payment/subscription and API widget 

subscription fee will be converted to $VC and burned monthly. The burn wallet address 

will be available upon completion of the general token sale for monitoring.

Supply cap: 40,520,000

Token address: BC1YLgqmZnytfMgpCYQY45qUeQPEEWNUQcWZ4UxTQo6Ext37TcrVAA9

7.1  Allocation

DAO treasury

34%

General token sale

3.74%

VerifiedCreators fund

32%

Founder and employees

20.26%

Early bird token Sale

5%

Referral & 
community airdrop

4%


Coin holders

1%
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Roadmap
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VerifiedCreators development will be 100% creators-oriented and dynamic. The core 

team will collaborate with the community to prioritize and ship the most in-demand and 

needed features.

Aug 2021 - 2022 Phase one

2023 -  Phase two

2024 - Phase three

Done

Pending

Pending

Pending

 Verification platform with DeSo Identity integratio

 Ethereum identity integratio

 Verified profile/identit

 Exclusive NFT marketplace U

 Verified creators' exposure program bet

 API widget bet

 Discord communit

 Whitepape

 Early bird token sale

 General token sal

 Establish the VerifiedCreators foundatio

 Discord verification too

 VerifiedCreators token ($VC) integratio

 Login and transaction on verified profil

 Launch exclusive NFT marketplac

 Integration with OpenSe

 Integration With Raribl

 Launch API Widge

 Social tippin

 Verified creators' program lunch


 General API release and documentatio

 Messenger - end to end encrypte

 Comment on NF

 General platform improvement and maintenance
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Summary
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Web3 founders can't keep gaslighting the devastating effect of scam issues in the 

ecosystem. There will be no decentralization, and web3 will be a failed experiment in the 

next few years if the ecosystem continues to be unsafe for its users. User identity 

verification on web3 platforms must be prioritized; it doesn't mean doing away with 

anonymity. Just like Satoshi, there are cases where anonymity is as important. But on 

the community and application layer, prioritizing the safety of the ecosystem by adopting 

an identity verification system designed for web3 is the only viable way to enable trust 

and relationships in the ecosystem. A safe ecosystem where people can trust each other 

and build relationships will lead to a fair revenue distribution between established 

creators/organizations and emerging creators. Investors and collectors will be willing to 

deal with the mass talented web3 creators rather than playing it safe with a few 

established creators/organizations.



